
Summer Reading Writing Assignment for 6th Going into 7th Grade  
 
You must select a book from the attached summer reading list. If you do not select a 
book from this list, you will receive a score of a zero for you summer reading 
assignment. As you read your book, you will construct five responses using the reading 
strategies that are attached. Please note that we will explore these strategies in greater 
detail throughout the seventh grade school year. This summer writing will help to 
familiarize you with the reading workshop process.  
 
Your reading notebook should be a one-subject marble notebook—it is important that 
this be a plain, black marble notebook as we will use a color coding system this year and 
marble notebooks hold up better over time. This Notebook will be used for reading and 
writing workshops. Your responses to your summer reading go in this notebook. Neatly 
print your name and your teacher’s name on the front of your notebook.  
 
Remember that your reading responses are NOT plot summaries. They are interesting, 
original responses to the reading strategies. These entries should reflect your thoughts 
about the reading.  
 
Reading Workshop Strategies: A Preview  
 
Here is a list of some reading strategies. At a minimum, you should write five entries per 
book. Each entry should be 1 to 1 ½ pages in length and should have two of the 
strategies listed below as its focus. Your response should address each of the prompts 
given for the strategy and should be written in your Reading Notebook. Your five 
entries should cover at least 5 of the 8 strategies listed below and be spread out to 
include the beginning, middle and end of the book—you can reuse strategies; you will 
likely include more than one strategy at a time. You are of course more than welcome to 
write additional entries for each book. Be SURE to write in complete, neat sentences. If 
you are not a neat writer, you may type your responses and neatly glue them into your 
notebook. Be sure to give a heading and a date for each entry. If you draw pictures, they 
should be shaded or colored and not sloppy stick figure drawings. Alternatively, you may 
print pictures and include these in your notebook.  
 
1. Selecting an Independent Reading Book  
-What criteria did you use to select this particular title? 
-Did you judge the book by its cover? By the blurb on the back? Was it recommended to  
you? Did you read a few pages?  
- Did the general topic interest or appeal to you?  



- Did you choose the book based on the rating (number of stars)? Did your book win any  
awards?  
 
2. Making a Personal Connection to a Text  
-Relate specific experiences of the main character to your own experiences.  
-Connect the plot or theme of your book to something you’ve read or seen (such as 
another book or movie).  
Theme= the message a book teaches a reader about life or a lesson. i.e. “Conflicts often 
bring people closer together.” 
 
3. Visualizing the Main Character  
-Try to imagine what the character looks like. Draw a picture and color it!  
-Look for descriptive passages that give detail about characters (be specific). Use direct  
evidence from the text.  
-Note facial features and describe height/ weight/ eye color/ age  
-Include facts about the character  
-Describe body images.  
-Clothing  
-Likes/dislikes  
-Personality  
- Explain how this information helps you to better understand the character and his/her  
experience.  
- Would you be friends with this character? Why or why not?  
 
4. Conflict and the Main Character  
- Identify some of the problems your character encounters.  
- Comment on character’s attitude or approach to the problem.  
- Explain (or predict) how he or she solves the problem.  
- Do you feel that the character responded in an appropriate way? How would you have 
dealt with this problem?  
 
5. Setting  
- What is the book’s setting? Describe or characterize your book’s setting?  
-What words or phrases does your author use to tell you about the setting? (be specific)  
-How does your book’s physical description of landscape and terrain inform, or help 
create, the mood or atmosphere of the book?  
Setting= the time and place of the story. The time can be specific, as in the summer of  
1984, or general, as in “the distant future”. Place can include different locations within a 
country or  



city. 
 
6. Selecting a Meaningful Quote  
- Pick a passage or a series of passages from your book that you particularly enjoyed. 
Copy them into your notebook (use quotation marks) or paraphrase them. Include a 
critique after each:  
- What do you enjoy about these passages? (Is it the author’s language, the content itself, 
or does the passage somehow allude to a greater theme?)  
- How does the passage relate to the overall theme of the book. Explain.  
 
7. Creative Response (pick 1 of the following):  
- Create a song or rap (at least 4 stanzas) about your book’s plot, characters, setting, 
and/or conflict.  
- Write a poem (at least 4 stanzas) about your book book’s plot, characters, setting, 
and/or conflict.  
- Draw a full-color picture with a detailed caption about one important scene in the book,  
explaining why that scene is particularly important to the character, plot, setting or 
conflict in the book.  
- Create a comic book strip that is at least 4 to 6 boxes about your book’s plot, characters, 
setting, and/or conflict.  
 
8. Rate your book  
-How did your initial selection impression compare to your feeling about the book after 
you had read it?  
-Would you recommend the book to someone else? Why or why not? Is it better a 
specific group?  
-With the top rating of FIVE stars, how would you rate this book and why?  
 
  



Assessment  
 
When you return in the fall, we will collect your Reader’s Notebooks and assess them. 
The  
assessment criteria are listed below:  
 
Use: Are you using your notebook to extend your thinking about the books or are you 
just writing plot summaries? Did you use any of the suggested strategies to generate 
entries? We are looking for you to include your own thoughts and commentary on the 
text. There should be an even balance between the facts you refer to in the novel and 
your interpretation and analysis of these facts. You should not construct entries that only 
include your thoughts and no examples from the novel. Likewise, you should not be 
composing plot summaries of your book. 
 
Connections: Do your entries address the full arc of the book (beginning, middle, and 
end)? If you raise questions about the text in your earlier entries, do you respond to 
these  
questions in later entries? When making connections, think about how your novel relates 
to historical events, films you may have seen, other novels that you have read, your 
personal experiences, and the like. Consider how the novel you selected connects to the 
world around you.  
 
Thoughtfulness: Do the entries in your notebook demonstrate time, effort and a respect 
for the process or do the entries seem rushed and poorly thought-out? Do not wait until 
the last minute to start this project. If it appears that you did not put forth your best 
effort or that you rushed through the project, you will lose points. 
 
Presentation: Are your entries dated? Do they have headings?  Are they legible? Are 
there things in your writer’s notebook that do not belong there? Are they in a 
reasonable order (without numbers of blank pages between or with large gaps 
around/between your  
writing).  
  



SAMPLE ENTRY 

The Giver Entry #1 (EXAMPLE)  

June 11, 2013  

1. Selecting the Book  

I have chosen to read the book The Giver by Lois Lowry. My brother, who is in 8th grade, 
recommended this book to me. He thought I would like it because I have always liked science 
fiction—Hunger Games is my favorite series of all time! When I picked up this book, I was 
intrigued by the cover. There is a picture of an old man’s face on it, and I began to wonder who 
this man was. Is he the Giver? And what does he give? I also saw that this book won an award! 
This made me feel confident that this book would be a good choice! I read the back of the book 
and it seemed so exciting! This book, like many of the science fiction books I have read, is about 
a utopian society, which is a society where everything is basically “perfect.” In this society, 
nobody feels pain or sadness and everybody has a specific job. Only the Giver feels pain. It 
seems like he carries all the pain of everyone in the society. I think Jonas, who is the main 
character, will become the new Giver. I am excited to find out what will happen. I do not think 
it is fair for a single person to have to  
feel all the pain and sadness for the sake of everyone else, and I wonder why that has to be. 
Couldn’t it be set up that nobody has to be sad or hurt at all? It also, says, however, that only 
the Giver holds the pleasures of life. So does nobody else experience anything good? I will 
read to find out!  
 
So I read a bit into the book. First of all, the writing is a great fit for me. I understand most of 
the words, but I am still learning new ones. Like the word “squat” for example. I figured out 
that this word means “short and fat!” When the book starts Jonas’ friend is apologizing or being 
late to class. The book so far is somewhat like I expected because it is strange. The community 
in which Jonas lives is different from mine. Everyone takes everything very seriously: being 
late to class, expressing emotions, obeying the rules. It feels like everything is very 
controlled, like I expected. I wanted to learn about the Giver right away, but so far there is 
nothing about him. I do like the book, though, because I am interested in this strange society 
and want to learn more about it.  
 
6. Selecting a Meaningful Quote  
 
“I felt very angry this afternoon...My childcare group was at the play area, and we had a visiting 
group of Sevens, and they didn’t obey the rules at all. One of them—a male; I don’t know his 
name—kept going right to the front of the line for the slide, even though the rest of us were 
all waiting” (page 5). Every night, at Jonas’ house, they share feelings. My family shares feelings 
at dinner, too… but we are not so formal about it. This society seems like it functions based on 
a series of routines. It also seems like rules are very important in Jonas’ society, so this child 
who broke the rule by cutting in line was then described as an “animal.” What I find confusing 
about this passage; however, is that the girl, Lily has these negative feelings. I thought only the 
Giver had bad feelings. I guess anger is different from pain and sadness. Also, I wonder what a 
seven is.  



 

 

Summer Reading Rubric 

Grade Description Comments 

100 Includes five complete entries with great 
detail and sophistication. The student 
refers to specific passages and cites 
quotes to support their interpretations of 
the text. The entry is not a plot summary, 
but rather a reflection in response to the 
text. The student covers a minimum of 
five prompts. It is clear that the book was 
read because the author addresses 
aspects from the beginning, middle, and 
end of the novel in addition to deeply 
analyzing elements of the text. The 
student has gone above and beyond and 
has challenged him/herself. 

 

95 Includes five complete entries with detail. 
The student refers to specific passages 
and cites quotes to support their 
interpretations of the text. The entry is 
not a plot summary, but rather a 
reflection in response to the text. The 
student covers a minimum of five 
prompts. The author thoroughly analyzes 
the text and addresses the beginning, 
middle, and ending of the piece. It is clear 
that the book was read and that the 
student analyzes elements of the text. 

 

90 Student includes five complete entries 
and responds to a minimum of five 
prompts. The entries lack depth and 
sophistication, but are thorough. Specific 
passages are cited and quotes are 
included. It is clear that the book was 

 



read and that the student has given 
thought to various elements of the text. 

80 Student includes five entries and 
responds to a minimum of five prompts. 
While entries may be complete, they are 
not thorough and it is clear that maximum 
effort was not put forth. The entries lack 
elaboration and only occasionally refer to 
specific passages. The students makes 
limited use of quotations. 

 

75 The student includes five entries and 
responds to several prompts. Entries are 
not thorough and they lack elaboration. 
The entry is more of a plot summary than 
a reflection. The student makes general 
claims about the text and there are only a 
few specific examples or quotes. 

 

70 Student completes five entries but they 
are incomplete. Entries do not address all 
of the questions listed under the prompt. 
Student often does not refer to specific 
passages and often does not use quotes. 
The entry is more of a plot summary than 
a reflection. 

 

60 Student does not complete five entries or 
entries are substantially incomplete. The 
student does not address the prompt in 
its entirety and does not cite evidence 
from the text. 

 

50 Student does not complete five entries or 
entries are substantially incomplete. 
Minimal effort is shown and entries are 
either off topic or do not fully address the 
prompt. The project is disorganized and 
poorly constructed. 

 



0 No assignment was handed in.  

 

 

 

 


